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Scaffolded support 
for students 

Fill-in-the-blank format 
designed to help 
students ask or answer 
questions verbally or in 
writing.

Research-based method for assisting English 
Learners, students with disabilities, and learners who 

may struggle with written or verbal expression.

Help students build 
internal templates for 
expressive language (not a 
crutch)

Provides a foothold 
into the conversation 
and a structure for 
responding to questions.

What are language frames?



Increases the depth of 
academic conversations by 
allowing students to build 
on one another’s ideas.

Allows students to ask for 
help and be specific about 
what they are struggling 
with or what they need.

Provides a starting point 
and can assist with task 

initiation specific to writing

Shifts the focus from 
language and writing -

which can be challenging -
to the content we want 

students to learn.

Decreases anxiety and 
ensure all students feel like 

a part of the learning 
community.



Ultimate Goal: 
Students develop skills which enable them to 
analyze and write about content without 
the use of the frames



Two Types of Language Frames
Ask questions about the water cycle

What happens when _______________________________?
What causes ____________________ to ________________ ?

How does ___________________________________________?
How is/ are _________________________________made ?
What is _______________________________________made of?
How does __________________________________ happen?



Classroom Examples 
and Strategies



Questioning Frames: 
Using Blooms Taxonomy
Used to scaffold questions for diverse groups of learners

Lower Order Critical 
Thinking Questions: 

Knowledge

Comprehension

Application

Higher Order Critical 
Thinking Questions:

Analysis

Synthesis

Evaluation



define label name state
fill in the blank locate recall tell
list match spell underline
identify memorize

convert interpret restate summarize
Describe paraphrase retell in your own words trace
explain put in order rewrite translate

apply demonstrate give an example show
compute determine illustrate solve
conclude draw make state a rule or principle
construct find out operate

3                              
Application

Use of facts, 
rules, and 
principles

How is _____an example of _____? Do you know of another instance where _____?
How is _____related to _____? Could this have happened in _____?
Why is the main idea of ________?

How ________________________________?
Describe ____________________________.
What is _______________________________?

2                                 
Comprehension

Organization 
and selection of 
facts and ideas

Re- tell ______ in you own words. What differences exists between ________?
What is the idea of __________? Can you write a brief outline?

Identification 
and recall of 
information

1                                 
Knowledge

Who __________________________________?
What _________________________________?
Where _______________________________?
When _______________________________?



analyze contrast diagrams examine
categorize debate differentiate infer
classify deduct dissect specify
compare determine the factors distinguish

change find an unusual way predict revise
combine formulate pretend suggest
compose generate produce suppose
construct invent rearrange visualize
create originate reconstruct write
design plan reorganize

How would you create/ design a new __________? with__________?

appraise decide judge rate
choose defend justify select
compare evaluate prioritize support
conclude give your opinion rank value

What criteria would you use to assess________?

5                                
Synthesis

Combining ideas 
to form a new 

whole What solutions would you suggest for ______?
What ideas can you add to ___________? What might happen if you combined ________

6                              
Evaluation

Developing 
opinions, 

judgements or 
decisions

Do you agree that ________? Explain. Prioritize __________according to ___________?
What do you think about _________? How would you decide about _____________?
What is most important?

What would you predict/ infer from ______?

4                                 
Analysis

Separating a 
whole into 
component 

parts

What are the parts or features __________? How does ______ compare/ contrast with ______?
Classify___________according to _____________. What evidence can you present for _______?
Outline/ diagram/ web/ map _____________.



Sample Language Frames
to engage learners online

To state an opinion To ask a question To explain/elaborate
I believe ___________ because 
______________________.

I am confused about 
____________________.

I’d also like to add that 
__________________________.

I agree/disagree because 
________________ and __________.

Can someone explain 
_______________________?

Evidence such as _______________ 
suggests________________________.

I understand your point of view 
that _____________; however;___.

I have questions about 
________________________.

When _____________, it is clear that 
______________________.

Although I agree with _________, 
I also believe that __________.

What does it mean when 
__________ says ________?

Perhaps __________________ can be 
interpreted as ________________.



rades: Upper Elementary and Middle School
sing Language Frames with informational text



Sample language frames from Reach Higher for Grades 1 -2



Language Frames for Science

Making a 
Claim

I observed ______________when ______________
I compared ______________ and _______________
I noticed _______________, when ______________
The effect of ____________on ____________is ________

Providing 
Evidence 

The evidence I use to support _____ is ________
I believe ___ ( statement) because ____ ( justification)
I know _________is ________ because _______
Based on _______________, I think ______________
Based upon __________, my hypothesis is ________

Asking for 
Evidence

I observed ______________when ______________
I compared ______________ and ________________
I noticed _______________, when ______________
The effect of ____________on ______________is _________



LL

Language Frames

1. I observed ___________ when 
_____________________.

2. The evidence I used to support 
______________ is 
____________________.

3. I noticed ______________ when 
___________________________.



Professional Development for 
K12 dedicated website

Coming soon…

Questions & comments:
Davida Alston- Smith

Engagement Consultant, GCC
Mobile +971 58 283 7122

Email; davida.alston-smith@cengage.com

2nd March: 4Cs Framework, Preparing Students for Today’s Classroom and a Global society

Registration: https://cengage.zoom.us/webinar/register/WN_RWAb3jBLR1Seul1yGXMNcQ

https://cengage.zoom.us/webinar/register/WN_RWAb3jBLR1Seul1yGXMNcQ
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